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This research examined an attempt to facilitate racial integration by populating squads (i.e., workgroups)
in a police academy with mixes of recruits that reflected the racial demographics of the larger cohort.
This was part of the social infrastructure of the academy. Additionally, a fixed seating arrangement was
considered as a second element of academy infrastructure capable of impacting racial integration. We
examined the consequences of these academy components over time with regard to race by combining

ethnographic accounts with social network data collected throughout the academy and using a variety
of network analytic tools. These consequences with regard to race were examined as a part of social
network evolution. The academy’s social arrangements did accelerate the creation of social knowledge of
recruits about each other and the formation of friendship ties both within and between races. However,
our results point to clear limitations to such infrastructural engineering and have implications for both
recruitment to police academies and dealing with race. They shed light also on processes of homophily

ver ti
and group composition o

. Introduction: race in the police context

The conflict between the police and racial minorities has been
ne of the most serious problems facing urban law enforcement
ince its inception (Mann, 1993). In July 2009, the USA received
vivid reminder. “The arrest of Professor Henry Louis Gates Jr.,

he eminent Harvard scholar, at his own home thrust the police’s
reatment of minorities, particularly black men, back into the
potlight” (Blow, 2009). While minorities have been subjected
o racial profiling for a long time (Weitzer and Tuch, 2002) the
olice–minority conflict extends into the occupational culture of
olicing itself. Specifically, most black officers report being vic-
ims of racial profiling (Barlow and Barlow, 2002) and share a
erception that racist attitudes and institutional obstacles prevent
ull-participation within their departments (Bolton, 2003). How-
ver, with regard to professional fulfillment, blacks were found
o be more satisfied with both their police careers and the orga-

izational environment than their white and Hispanic colleagues
Friday and Friday, 2003; Lasley and Hooper, 1998). Such divergent
ndings paint a complicated picture of race relations both within
olice departments and for interactions between police and soci-
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me and have implications for studying social networks.
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ety. They also prompt us to question whether this situation can be
altered by socializing recruits with regard to race while instructing
them in the nuts and bolts of police work in police academies. More
specifically, we wonder if increased contacts between recruits of
different races can be used to increase understanding and to coun-
teract racism within policing. We seek to answer these questions
through an examination of one academy’s attempt to bridge racial
divides during their training regimen.

The presentation is organized in the following way. Section 2
outlines the substantive foundations through which we attempt to
understand relation formation during training in a police academy.
The areas upon which we draw are environments and elements
of behavior (Homans, 1950), a phase model of police socializa-
tion (Conti, 2009), distinctiveness theory (McGuire, 1984) and
homophily (McPherson et al., 2001). Section 3 describes our meth-
ods for data collection and analysis. Section 4 is devoted to detailing
our empirical findings while our conclusions and policy recommen-
dations are contained in Section 5.
2. Substantive foundations

As social relationships form in all organizations, one simple
hypothesis is our start point.

Hypothesis 1. Social knowledge of recruits regarding each other
increases throughout the course of the academy.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03788733
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/socnet
mailto:contin@duq.edu
mailto:pitpat@pitt.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.socnet.2009.08.001
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This has a ‘taken as given’ status because it is hard to imag-
ne the circumstances under which it would not be true. That it
s supported (below) comes as no surprise. However, our primary
orienting) thesis is that the social relations among recruits not only
hange over time but do so in ways where race cannot be ignored
hen recruits are drawn from different racial categories.

Individuals joining organizations bring with them different
undles of talents, attitudes and general characteristics. While
anagers in organizations face issues of integrating diverse sets

f people into effective working groups (Mehra et al., 1998), the
istory of policing in the United States cannot be ignored when
raining and managing police recruits. All organizations have a
ocial infrastructure that facilitates and constrains training new
embers. While it is easy to claim this, Homans’ (1950) focus

n elements of behavior, together with his conceptualization of
xternal and internal systems, suggests social mechanisms for
elationship formation within organizations. Feld (1981) builds
n this with his conception of foci as providing opportunities
nd constraints for creating social ties. Ideas from distinctiveness
heory (McGuire, 1984) together with mechanisms of homophily
McPherson et al., 2001) provide further foundations for consider-
ng relation formation among a cohort of individuals entering an
rganization.

.1. Environments and elements of behavior

Feld’s (1981) focus theory helps us understand the interrela-
ionship between the formation of recruit networks and the other
spects of an academy social structure. “In order to explain pat-
erns in social networks, we need not look at causes of friendship
ut should concentrate our attention on those aspects of the extra-
etwork social structure that systematically produce patterns in
network” (Feld, 1981: 1016). Feld’s theory has roots in Homans’
ork and we recognize that any recruit cohort survives within its

rganizational environment through a set of adaptations. An exter-
al system forms through the interrelations between sentiment,
ctivity, and interaction (Homans, 1950: 91). Sentiment includes
group’s collective motivation (desire to be police) while activ-

ty is composed of the training steps taken to reach the collective
oal. Interaction refers to the formally established work groups and
hannels of communication within the group. The relationships
etween these three elements (sentiment, activity and interaction)
orm the external system for a cohort of recruits and constrains
heir behavior. This system forms the core of the social infrastruc-
ure of all organizations including police academies.

The external system is part of the solution to any cohort’s
roblem of surviving within its environment. In general, recruits
ssemble and enter the milieu of a police academy which contains
ultiple foci (described below). The collective sentiment for an

ntering cohort shifts from trying to get into the police academy to
rying to get out of it successfully. While individuals may succeed
r fail within this environment on the basis of their own perfor-
ance, the training staff attempts to instill an ethos of teamwork

mong its recruits. As with medical students, “the size of the class
revents enterprising individuals or groups from obtaining advan-
ages unavailable to the group as a whole” (Becker et al., 1963:
9).

Once a group establishes an external system enabling it to sur-
ive in its environment, this arrangement develops beyond its
tilitarian origin to an elaboration of group behavior in an inter-
al system (Homans, 1950: 109). By working together to endure

heir environment, a group establishes a set of inner dynamics par-
lleling those in its external system. As group members interact, as
art of the external system, they develop sentiments towards one
nother. This internal system evolves and these practical interac-
ions lead to personal sentiments. Homans argued that frequent
tworks 32 (2010) 30–43 31

interaction within the external system leads to sentiments of lik-
ing or approval within the group as part of the internal system.
While both systems tend to have specific forms depending on the
organizations within they are formed, those in police academies
take special forms.

2.2. The phase model of police socialization

Typically, police training in the United States is structured with
three distinctive phases: non-civilian, paramilitary, and anticipa-
tory police (Conti, 2009). Each phase has its own goals and symbolic
markers. The non-civilian phase is negotiated during training as the
recruits move beyond the boundaries of their prior experience.
In this phase, recruits must make their best case for acceptance
by learning and conforming to the basic academy customs. The
most significant training standards in this phase relate to demeanor
(mainly with perpetual deference to academy staff and all police
officers) and deportment (having a “squared away” appearance).

Once recruits internalize the training structure and can oper-
ate within an interaction order of strict obedience to authority
without incident, the curriculum shifts to its paramilitary phase.
To provide more specialized training (i.e. in using firearms, learn-
ing self-defense, developing pursuit driving skills, providing first
aid, administrating CPR, etc.) it is customary for police academies
to divide a cohort into subgroups called squads. These are working
groups of cadets receiving the same training but at different times
and places. When used and stressed, they are designed to create
strong points of identification for recruits.

The anticipatory police phase of the academy is one where sepa-
rate skills such as firearms training and self-defense are combined
and mobilized together in specially constructed scenarios that
mirror experiences faced by police in their work roles. The com-
binations of these practical events, coming late in training and just
prior to final examinations and likely graduation, are designed so
that recruits regard themselves more like real police officers and
less like students.

For the last two phases of police socialization, squads serve as an
integral part of the academy social infrastructure and are designed
as an intense focus within which social relationships form as part of
the external system. Recruits develop social knowledge about each
other and it is reasonable to expect that feelings of friendship will
develop as part of the internal system as it evolves in response to
relationships formed in the internal system. With the academy as a
primary organizational focus, we consider squads as new foci cre-
ated within the academy. During academy training, a large amount
of practical and procedural instruction – regarding the nature of
law, operating rules in police departments, community policing and
providing testimony in courts – is provided in formal lectures. If the
seating arrangement is fixed by the academy for all recruits in lec-
ture sessions, it has the potential to affect both the creation of social
knowledge and generate friendships. We view this as another part
of the social infrastructure of the academy and the external sys-
tem helps drive relational tie formation in the internal system of
police academies. Some hypotheses regarding the external system
as social infrastructure follows:

Hypothesis 2. The development of both social knowledge and
friendship are strongly conditioned by squad membership.

Hypothesis 3. To a lesser extent, a fixed seat arrangement also
conditions the incidence of social knowledge and friendship.
We conjecture that effects of the academy social infrastructure
are not uniform over time for two reasons. First, seat arrangement is
likely to have more impact during the initial stages of the academy
when there are much fewer social ties and the heavy emphasis
on squads during the paramilitary phase implies that they will
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ave the most impact of tie formation in this phase. Second, while
uch design features exert an influence on relationship formation,
ndogenous social forces also operate. Relations beget relations:
he formation of ties in the internal system has its own dynamic
eyond that imposed by the social infrastructure of an organization.

ypothesis 4a. The impact of the fixed seating arrangement will
iminish over time.

ypothesis 4b. The impact of squad membership will be strongest
uring the paramilitary phase.

.3. Distinctiveness theory and homophily

According to McGuire (1984) people in a given social context
how tendencies to identify with others who share a salient char-
cteristic that is also somewhat rare in that context. Both minorities
nd women are relatively rare in police academies. Based on this
ine of thought, Mehra et al. (1998) conjectured that “The rela-
ive rarity of a social category in a particular social setting will
romote members’ use of that social category as a basis for friend-
hip formation (1998: 442)” and found support for this hypothesis
ith regard to gender (for women) and race (for minorities). But

ace also matters for the majority. The social mechanisms for this
nvolve both exclusionary identification pressures from majority

embers and joining together mechanisms for minority members.
omophily is “the principle that a contact between similar people
ccurs at a higher rate than among dissimilar people” (McPherson
t al., 2001: 416) and these authors report that homophily patterns
re remarkably robust across a wide variety of relationships and
ocial divisions. This includes social knowledge and friendship, two
elationships of primary concern in this study.

However, the detailed mechanisms for relation formation in
rganizations composed of people from different races are com-
lex. McPherson et al. (2001: 420) report “baseline homophily
ithin most opportunity structures leads Anglos to have much
ore racially homogenous networks than any other racial or eth-

ic group. African Americans and Hispanics fall at moderate levels
f homophily, while smaller racial and ethnic groups have net-
orks dominated by the majority groups.” McPherson et al. report

lso that evidence from both school and adult studies suggest that
frican Americans reveal more inbreeding homophily than Anglos.
o try and reconcile this difference between baseline homophily
nd inbreeding homophily they appeal, in part, to Feld’s (1981)
rguments by suggesting two possible mechanisms. One is that
oci of activities are more segregated for small racial categories.
he other is that minority groups actively generate within-category
ontacts to counteract pressures for forming relations with mem-
ers of other racial categories. These conjectures are based on
ndings drawn from studies accepting organizations as they are
nd the compositions with regard to race within them. Their pre-
ictive value is less clear when an organization is proactive with
egard to race, especially if attempts are made to make it irrelevant.

Of substantive relevance here is that the academy we stud-
ed tried to do something about race by constructing mixed-race
quads. This attempt at social engineering had a major intent with
mportant consequences. The training staff assigned recruits to
our squads to approximate the demographic mix of the class with
egard to race (and gender) in each squad. One training officer said
hat they did this because “some recruits have never been around
eople of other races before”. Clearly, race was recognized as a

ajor issue and some design features were intended to diminish

ts significance over the course of training. Success with social engi-
eering is never guaranteed. Feld and Carter (1998) questioned its
alue in a discussion of desegregation in school systems and it is
ecessary to examine it here.
tworks 32 (2010) 30–43

Race is a focus in Feld’s terms with both significance theory
and homophily ideas elaborating it. Making predictions about the
combination of the effects of specially constructed social infrastruc-
ture and race is difficult. One reason is that the intended goal was
not to design ways of combining actors with different attributes to
achieve some organizational goal but to eliminate the relevance of
these attributes in a quest to assert “we are all blue”. The intent
was to put people of different races into the same squads in the
hope that this will overcome biased perceptions between peo-
ple from the different racial categories and associated attitudes
towards each other. An implied null hypothesis, as the outcome of
social engineering, is that mixing squad membership in terms of
race leads to no differences with regard to social relations among
recruits across racial categories by the end of the academy train-
ing. However, such a claim is based on restricting attention to
ties generated within squads and makes the implicit assumption
that these outcomes, if real, generalize to a cohort as a whole.
Given the importance of foci and homophily, there are reasons to
doubt this claim and the following hypotheses seem more reason-
able.

Hypothesis 5. Social knowledge and friendship within and
between races will be stronger for pairs of recruits within the same
squad than for pairs of recruits in different squads.

Hypothesis 6. For pairs of recruits in the same squad, levels of
social knowledge and friendship will be higher within races than
between races.

Hypothesis 7. For pairs of recruits in different squads, levels of
social knowledge and friendship will be higher within races than
between races.

Hypothesis 5 gives primacy to squads as foci while claiming that
ties within and between members of racial groupings will both be
raised within squads. Hypotheses 6 and 7 are consistent with the
second conjecture of McPherson et al. (2001) that minorities also
form within-category ties even when there are opportunities and
pressures to form ties across racial categories.

If these hypotheses are correct, the academy can expect to
have some success using its social infrastructure to deal with race
in policing—but not to the point of having race be unrelated to
friendship and the development of social knowledge in the entire
cohort.

3. Methods

Given the historical salience of race in policing, we are com-
pelled to examine its role in the formation of social knowledge and
friendship ties. While there have been some of studies examin-
ing the experiences of women as a minority group within police
academies (Fletcher, 1996; Haar, 2005; Prokos and Padavic, 2002)
and others dealing with the affect of training on attitudes toward
diversity (Chan, 1997; Chan et al., 2003; Gould, 1997; Rowe and
Garland, 2003), fewer have dealt with the experiences of ethnic
minority recruits (Alex, 1969; Cashmore, 2001; Ho, 2005), and
none have addressed race relations within a cohort in any sort of
detail.

We use a combination of ethnographic and social network ana-
lytic techniques, as complementary approaches, to understand the
creation of relationships between recruits in a socialization process
on a longitudinal basis. Some of the differences between squads in
terms of the presence and magnitude of ties became more inter-

pretable when qualitative information about observed behaviors
of certain recruits at the end of the academy was used.

We study one recruit class in a major mid-Western American
city where 72 recruits started a 21-week training regime during
late-1999 and early-2000. Since the training curriculum for the
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friends with’ someone as a stronger tie than merely ‘knowing’
them. This is reflected in lower values – but not incidence – for
friendship ties compared to social knowledge ties. We did not
measure both at T3 and we only speculate that social knowledge

1 For pre-academy social knowledge, the recruits responded to “Please indicate
which of [these] individuals you knew prior to the start of your training. Use the
1–5 scale provided to indicate how well you know them.” The non-null extremes of
the response range were “acquainted with them, but did not know them well” and
“know them extremely well”. The zero is defined as having not knowing another
recruit at all. While individuals applying to the academy were scattered across the
city (with some coming from the surrounding state and some from outside the state),
the entering cohort was not just a set of unconnected individuals. Some relations
existed among the recruits prior to their entry into the academy and take the form
of ‘pre-academy’ social knowledge. A similarly worded question was used for social
N. Conti, P. Doreian / Soc

tate in which this academy was located is set by an official com-
ission, we assume that our setting is typical in comparison to

he others under the same administration. Moreover, while some
ariation exists on a national scale, it is reasonable to generalize to
any police academies since they tend to employ a similar model.

.1. Data collection

Access to the site was achieved through a written request to
he chief of police detailing a specific interest in police training
nd socialization. The department accommodated this request with
he stipulation that the recruits’ participation had to be volun-
ary. Recruit dossiers and other academy documentation were also

ade available. Ethnographic data were collected through partici-
ant observation over the course of training. The first author took
n overt role during the academy and attended 70% of the class
essions. He was identified as a sociologist working on a research
roject. When questioned about the topic and his motives, he
escribed a general interest in communication patterns easily ver-

fied by the social network questionnaires he asked the recruits to
omplete. Since it was a classroom environment, detailed observa-
ions were recorded without much notice. With the recruits taking
otes, he was just another person writing in a notebook. In addition
o observing as much of the formal training as possible, he went to
reat lengths to eat lunch frequently with the recruits and maintain
presence during their periodic breaks. This allowed him to observe
nd interact with the recruits at informal moments during which
hey could be more candid regarding their training experiences.

Our social network data were collected by using questionnaires
t time points designed to coincide with each of the three phases of
ecruit socialization described above (T1, T2, and T3). T1 was at the
eginning of the non-civilian phase, T2 was during the paramilitary
hase and T3 occurred at the end the anticipatory police phase.
hese time points were evenly spaced during the academy. During
he paramilitary phase, instruction within squads predominated.
n the anticipatory police phase, the significance of the squads was
iminished. All recruits spent most of their time in class taking
retests to prepare for their state certification exam.

Given the goal of obtaining social network data, none of the
uestionnaires could be completed anonymously. This was a
erious planning issue. We mitigated it by dropping relational ques-
ions to which the recruits might react negatively and strongly. The
nitial questions were framed in terms of “knowing” other recruits
ather than asking about friendship ties. For the last administra-
ion of a questionnaire (at T3), we switched from asking about
ocial knowledge to asking explicitly about friendship. Much as we
anted to collect data on positive and negative ties, we decided

hat even after 21 weeks, asking about negative ties would be too
ensitive. In responding, recruits were free to use any number of
hoices. This was to avoid the measurement errors of fixed choice
esign pointed out by Holland and Leinhardt (1973). Even so, we
ere surprised that this type of error would have been huge had a
xed choice instrument been used. At the end of the academy ses-
ion, the 68 recruits who finished training reported 1828 friendship
ies (leaving 2728 null ties). The mean number of friendship ties
eported per recruit is almost 27 with a median of 25. Considering
oth social knowledge and friendship ties at all time points there
ere 2474 non-null ties and 2082 null ties. Also, we attempted to

auge the relational strengths.
Recruits were made aware of the necessity of giving their name

long with the other information in the cover letter for the ques-

ionnaire. When the instruments were administered, all academy
taff left the classroom and the door was shut. Recruits were
nformed that their participation in this research was completely
oluntary. Though optional, all questionnaires were returned with
ames and some even had badge numbers.
tworks 32 (2010) 30–43 33

3.2. Variables

The main dependent (or predicted) variable, in matrix form, is
the extent of social knowledge that recruits had of each other. This
involves possessing social knowledge of others in the recruit envi-
ronment and the being known socially. While this can be cast in
the form individual attributes, our focus here is on the square rela-
tional array of social knowledge measured prior to the academy
(T0) and at two times, labeled T1 and T2, during the academy. Data
on the pre-academy ties are retrospective and were collected at T1.
A 6-point scale with a zero point and 5 non-zero values was used
to capture social knowledge. A list of all recruits was provided to
all respondents.1 At the end of the academy (T3), we asked about
friendship.2

Two predictor variables describing academy design were used.
The four squads are labeled Squad 1 though Squad 4. Squad co-
membership was treated as a relational array defined for the 68
recruits who made it though training. The second social infras-
tructure variable is the adjacency of a fixed alphabetical seating
arrangement maintained throughout the academy when training
was not done in the squads. This was also a matrix array. The final
predictor used here concerns race where the cohort distribution
was Caucasian (67%), African American (23%), Latino (9%) and there
was one Asian recruit. As two of these minority groups were small,
this distribution was converted to ‘White’ and “Non-white” where,
for pairs of actors, the element 1 in the relational matrix represents
membership in the same race category and the element 0 corre-
sponds to membership in different race categories. Race specific
joint membership arrays were also constructed for the academy as
a whole and for each squad. We recognize that using race defined
this way is a less than optimal strategy given the known differ-
ences with regard to homophily for African Americans, Latinos and
Asians but membership for two of the categories was small. This
introduces some complications when interpreting our results. Too
few women were in the class to merit an analysis in terms of gender.

The academy held an early ‘diversity training session’ as part of
the curriculum intended to generate sensitivity regarding race and
law enforcement. Scenarios showing appropriate police responses
to ‘typical’ events that could occur were presented. At the end of
the academy, a second such session was held at another location (a
community college) remote from the academy and run by instruc-
tors not drawn from the roster of academy staff.

Some of our conclusions are complicated by two items:

1. Our decision to change from asking about social knowledge to
asking about friendship at T3. It is reasonable to regard ‘being
knowledge during the academy using the present tense.
2 The non-null extremes for 5-point responses were 5 (for “a recruit is among

your very best friends within the class”) and 1 (for “[a recruit who] is a friend but
you are not that close to them”). The zero value (relation) for this item was specified
by “if you do not know a particular recruit very well or are not friends with him of
her, please skip over his/her name”.
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at T3 was higher than it was at T2. Also, if increased social knowl-
edge promotes friendship, friendship levels were most likely
higher at the last time point than they were at T2. This implies
caution in comparing social knowledge at T2 and friendship at
T3.

. While the academy attempted to construct squads with the same
demographic mix of races in the recruit cohort, they were unsuc-
cessful.

.3. Data analysis

Rather than use a single data analytic approach, we used differ-
nt analysis in the following sequence. Table 1 presents results from
ootstrapped paired t-tests to show the growth in social knowl-
dge throughout the academy and friendship levels at the end of
he academy. This is coupled to the phases of police training. Table 2
resents dynamic longitudinal results from using quadratic assign-
ent regression (Dekker et al., 2007) to link the distributions of

ocial relations at different points in time to each other, to the social
nfrastructure and to race. In Table 3 we report results from using
obust ANOVA methods (Snijders and Borgatti, 1999) to examine in
more detailed fashion the differences within and between squads
f levels of social knowledge and friendship. Table 4 extends these
esults for a simultaneous consideration of squad membership and
ace. The complexities of the results in Table 4 led us to use QAP
egression with interaction terms even though our hypotheses did
ot specify interaction terms. Table 5 presents these subtle and
ore complicated results for race, squads, adjacency and inter-

ctions of squads and seating with race. Table 6 presents some
urther results for academy social infrastructure and race. All analy-
es use data from the questionnaire items described above. With 68
ecruits, there are 4556 directed dyadic ties between these recruits
including null ties). We also consider ethnographic data surround-
ng the second diversity training session at the end of anticipatory
olice phase of training to augment the quantitative analyses. The
uantitative analyses were done with UCINET (Borgatti et al., 2002).

. Empirical results

Before presenting empirical results reporting tests of our
ypotheses, we document that the three phases of police social-

zation, as described above, were present in this police academy.
s early as their second day of training in the academy, the depart-
ent’s psychological counselor stressed the distinction between

he world left behind and the one they were entering. She told the
lass that they were “no longer normal” and they did not “own
their] lives anymore.” Despite being outside of the civilian experi-
nce, recruits had not secured a stable position within the occupa-
ional culture. The training staff emphasized this point by stressing
This is a family. It’s an awesome family. You are not part of this fam-
ly! Right now you are orphans, and you are trying to get adopted.”
his is typical for the non-civilian phase. Following this, the forma-
ion of squads was an integral part of the paramilitary phase. Each
quad had a name, an elected leader, and a flag that they carried
hile marching in formation or running. A strong sense of compe-

ition between the squads was encouraged. When one advanced
ore quickly through an element of training, other squads

xpressed a strong motivation to catch up with the more successful
quad. Conversely, when one squad had a disproportionate number
f its members failing to meet some training standards, its mem-

ers had a collective sense of shame. Also, punishments for rule
iolations were frequently distributed on a collective basis to those
quads having detected violations committed by any member.

As training moved towards its conclusion, recruits became
cutely aware of being very near their new role as police offi-
tworks 32 (2010) 30–43

cers. Instructors created exercises such as building search scenarios
during which recruits were armed with flashlights, handcuffs and
service weapons that fired paint filled pellets. They were sent into
an abandoned building at night to find an instructor playing the
part of an armed suspect. This shift towards a police identity was
apparent in statements where recruits would knowingly talk of “the
street” as if they had directly experienced it in qualitatively differ-
ent ways than other urban residents. This sense of difference from
civilians shaded into the notion of being superior to civilians as
revealed in the late session on diversity training that we describe
in Section 4.2.

While ethnographic evidence was collected throughout the
course of training, the network data were collected at three time
points with each time point occurring in a distinct phase of the
academy training. Confirmation that these phases were present
justifies the design for the timing of data collection for gathering
information on social ties formed during the academy.

4.1. Evolution of social knowledge and friendship

The predicted variables are social knowledge (at T1 and T2) and
friendship (at T3). Both are considered in binary and valued forms.
The predictor variables are race and two features of academy social
infrastructure (squads and seating). We test the seven hypotheses
stated above.

Table 1 contains four panels: the top two panels report results
for the binary (presence of) ties. The bottom two panels report
results using the valued ties (for all pairs of recruits). Both are rel-
evant insofar as we are interested in the frequency (existence) of
ties and their magnitudes over time. Table 1A shows the increase
of non-null ties across all four time points. The binary densities,
shown in Table 1B, also increase over time. For social knowledge,
these are 0.041 (pre-academy, T0), 0.191 (T1) and 0.393 (T2). From
the bootstrap paired t-tests, each change is significant (at levels well
beyond ˛ = 0.05) for a null hypothesis claiming no changes between
time points. Hypothesis 1 is supported. As shown in the last row,
while the mean level of friendship ties at T3 exceeds the mean
level of social knowledge at T2, this small difference is insignifi-
cant. Means for valued ties are in the bottom two panels of Table 1.
For social knowledge, these means increase from 0.119 (T0) to 0.582
(T1) to 1.181 (T2). All changes are significant (p < 0.05) and support
Hypothesis 1. The friendship mean at T3 is lower than the mean
social knowledge at T2 but this difference is also insignificant.

A simple approach to gauge the accumulation of social ties
during the academy uses quadratic assignment (QAP) regression
to predict social knowledge and friendship from academy social
infrastructure, race and relations for earlier time points. Table 2
shows these results. The null hypothesis for each regression, as a
whole, is that the set of variables have no predictive value. This
is rejected (p < 0.001) for each time point. The null hypotheses, for
each regression, state that the coefficients for all individual predic-
tors are zero. With one exception, these are rejected (with p-values
ranging from 0.031 to less than 0.001). Table 2A shows that social
knowledge at T1 is predicted by both social infrastructure variables
and race while controlling for pre-academy social knowledge. The
most potent predictor is squad membership. The least predictive
is race. Hypotheses 2 and 3 are supported. Table 2B shows that
social knowledge at T2 is predicted by both infrastructure variables
while controlling for pre-academy social knowledge and social
knowledge at T1. However, race is not significant. This provides
suggestive evidence that some effects of race may have been dimin-

ished regarding social knowledge formation. The unstandardized
coefficient for squad membership increased while the correspond-
ing coefficient for seating arrangement declined. Again, Hypotheses
2 and 3, as well as Hypotheses 4a and 4b, are supported. For
the paramilitary phase of training, squad membership is the most
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Table 1
Change over time of the number of ties and their magnitude for social knowledge and friendship.

Time point Number of ties Density

A. Number of ties and tie density (binary)
T0 188 0.041
T1 869 0.191
T2 1790 0.393
T3 1828 0.401

Time points Density change Bootstrap standard error 95% bootstrap confidence interval Bootstrap t-statistic

B. Differences over time in ties (binary)
T0 to T1 0.149 0.013 [0.124, 0.175] 11.33
T1 to T2 0.202 0.019 [0.164, 0.241] 10.34
T1 to T3 0.211 0.022 [0.168, 0.253] 9.71
T2 to T3 0.008 0.022 [−0.035, 0.051] 0.38

Time point Number of ties Mean

C. Mean level of valued ties over time
T0 188 0.119
T1 869 0.582
T2 1790 1.181
T3 1828 1.123

Time points Mean change Bootstrap standard error 95% bootstrap confidence interval Bootstrap t-statistic

D. Difference in means over time
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T0 to T1 0.463 0.043
T1 to T2 0.599 0.061
T1 to T3 0.541 0.072
T2 to T3 −0.058 0.064

otent predictor of social knowledge. The second most potent pre-
ictor is social knowledge at the previous time point suggesting
n endogenous social process of relationship formation was at work
lso. Table 2C reports the results for T3, the final time point, at the
nd of the anticipatory police phase. All predictors are significant.

n this anticipatory police phase, race returns as a significant but

odest predictor. So is the fixed seating arrangement. The potent
redictors are the indicators of prior social knowledge at all time
oints. While social knowledge at each time point is conditioned
y the social infrastructure of the academy, the social infrastruc-

able 2
imple quadratic assignment regression results for each time point.

Predictor Unstandardized coefficient

A. Predicting social knowledge at T1

Intercept 0.116
Pre-academy social knowledge 0.530
Seating arrangement 0.695
Squad membership 1.024
Race 0.177

B. Predicting social knowledge at T2

Intercept 0.455
Pre-academy social knowledge 0.260
Social knowledge at T1 0.417
Seating arrangement 0.322
Squad membership 1.606
Race 0.073

C. Predicting friendship at T3

Intercept 0.361
Pre-academy social knowledge 0.127
Social knowledge at T1 0.159
Social knowledge at T2 0.394
Seating arrangement 0.201
Squad membership 0.442
Race 0.119
[0.379, 0.547] 10.85
[0.479, 0.719] 9.78
[0.400, 0.681] 7.56

[−0.184, 0.068] −0.91

ture fades in potency as a direct predictor of friendship compared
to the endogenous generation of relations.

We now to consider the ties within and between squads at each
time point. Table 3 shows the mean levels of these ties together
with summary information giving the fit of the ‘structural block-

model’ to the square relational data where positions are defined
by squad membership. The null hypothesis claims there are no
mean differences. For this model, the reference category (cell) cor-
responds to the ties inside Squad 4. (The intercept is the tie density
for this cell for social knowledge with the estimated parameters

Standardized coefficient p-Value

– –
0.265 <0.001
0.152 <0.001
0.337 <0.001
0.068 <0.001

R2 = 0.23, p < 0.001, N = 4556

– –
0.102 <0.001
0.326 <0.001
0.055 <0.001
0.413 <0.001
0.022 0.129

R2 = 0. 42, p < 0.001, N = 4556

– –
0.053 0.001
0.132 0.000
0.420 0.000
0.037 0.004
0.121 0.000
0.038 0.031

R2 = 0. 36, p < 0.001, N = 4556
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Table 3
Tie densities and tie means of social relations within and between squads.

Squad 1 Squad 2 Squad 3 Squad 4

A. Pre-academy social knowledge (at T0)
Squad 1 0.224 0.022 0.124 0.208
Squad 2 0.018 0.075 0.035 0.033
Squad 3 0.108 0.035 0.245 0.131
Squad 4 0.197 0.051 0.160 0.210

Structural blockmodel: R2 = 0.02, p = 0.052

B. Social knowledge (at T1)
Squad 1 1.371 0.349 0.265 0.266
Squad 2 0.430 1.712 0.299 0.335
Squad 3 0.186 0.194 1.163 0.330
Squad 4 0.332 0.327 0.556 1.460

Structural blockmodel: R2 = 0.14, p < 0.001

C. Social knowledge (at T2)
Squad 1 2.835 0.621 0.405 0.408
Squad 2 1.221 3.287 0.632 0.735
Squad 3 0.350 0.316 2.405 0.755
Squad 4 0.834 0.735 1.190 2.665

Structural blockmodel: R2 = 0.32, p < 0.001

D. Friendship (at T3)
Squad 1 2.298 1.011 0.634 0.765
Squad 2 1.018 2.183 0.406 0.676
Squad 3 0.588 0.431 2.147 0.801

0.805
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Squad 4 0.934

Structural block

eing the differences between this intercept and the means in the
orresponding cells.) The analyses were all done with 5000 per-
utations to provide p-values for these parameters in the form of
permutation test. For T0, the robust ANOVA model explains less

han 2 percent of the variance and is not significant. The means
f social knowledge at the beginning of the academy do not differ
ithin or between the squads, a result making eminent sense.

The second panel of Table 3 provides tie means for social knowl-
dge within and between squads at T1. All means in this panel
re larger than the corresponding values for T0. The structural
lockmodel ANOVA, with positions defined by squad membership,
xplains 14 percent of the variance (p < 0.001). None of the diagonal
ensities differ from the value of the reference category (0.10 ≤ p-
alues ≤ 0.32). They are bolded in this panel. All of the off-diagonal
between squads) means are significantly smaller than for the refer-
nce category (p < 0.001). Hypothesis 5 is supported at T1 for social
nowledge.

Prior to T2, nearly all of the instruction took place within squads
nd, consistent with this more intense working environment,
he simple structural blockmodel defined by squad membership,
ccounts for 32% of the variance (p < 0.001). The mean in every
ell has risen compared to T1. Again, all of the other diagonal cells
re not significantly different from that of the reference category
0.17 ≤ p ≤ 0.30). The diagonal values in the table are bolded to
tress this. Moreover, the mean in every off-diagonal cell, for ties
etween squads, is significantly less than for the reference cate-
ory (p < 0.001). These results support Hypothesis 5 at T2 for social
nowledge. The first three panels of Table 3 show the increasing
ocial knowledge through time and, for the valued ties, that the
ocial knowledge is far higher for pairs of the recruits within the
ame squad than for pairs of recruits in different squads. Consistent

ith the Hypothesis 1, bootstrap methods of paired t-tests revealed

ll means of social knowledge at one time point as significantly
igher that at the prior time point within all four squads.

Given that ‘friendship’ is a stronger tie than merely ‘knowing’
omeone, it is not surprising that mean levels of friendship at T3 are
1.232 2.301

: R2 = 0.18, p < 0.001

lower in all of the diagonal cells than the means of social knowledge
for T2. All of the off-diagonal cells for Squad 3 also show such drops
for friendship at T3 relative to social knowledge at T2. In contrast,
the means in the remaining off-diagonal cells (for Squads 1, 2 and
4) increase slightly. The simple structural blockmodel accounts for
18% of the variance in friendship ties (p < 0.001). None of the densi-
ties in the other diagonal cells are significantly different from that of
the reference category (0.30 ≤ p ≤ 0.50) and all of the off-diagonal
means are significantly smaller (p < 0.001) than for the reference
category. This provides support for Hypothesis 5 for friendship. We
used bootstrap methods for paired t-tests to determine if the lev-
els of friendship within each squad were significantly lower at T3
compared to the mean levels of social knowledge at T2. The null
hypothesis of no difference between time points is rejected for
two of the squads. For Squad 1, the mean friendship at T3 is sig-
nificantly is lower than the mean social knowledge at T2 (with a
bootstrapped t-statistic of −2.81). The same is true for Squad 2 with
a bootstrapped t-statistic of −5.04. However, this is not the case for
the remaining squads. (The bootstrapped t-statistics are −1.19 and
−1.41 for Squads 3 and 4, respectively.)

Visual evidence of the potent effect of squad membership on the
generation of social knowledge is shown in the formatted matrix
of social knowledge ties for T2 in Fig. 1. Rows and columns are
organized to group squad members together. The lines extending
beyond the boundaries of the array mark the boundaries between
squads. The clumps on the main diagonal reveal far denser ties
within squads than between squads. The corresponding figures for
T1 and T3 show the same pattern of clumping albeit with different
densities.

Having shown strong squad effects on the formation of social
relations in the academy, we turn to consider squad membership

and race jointly. Table 4 contains the mean levels of social knowl-
edge by squad and race at T1 and T2 (in the top two panels) with the
corresponding mean levels of friendship at T3 in the bottom panel.
(There are no significant differences in mean levels for pre-academy
social knowledge and these are not reported.) In fitting the robust
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Table 4
Means of social relation ties by squads and race during the academy.

Squad 1 Squad 2 Squad 3 Squad 4

White Non-White White Non-White White Non-White White Non-White

A. Social knowledge (at T1)
Squad 1

White 1.652 1.100 0.315 0.250 0.228 0.028 0.225 0.214
Non-white 0.983 1.500 0.244 0.829 0.347 0.867 0.140 0.714

Squad 2
White 0.407 0.578 2.694 1.429 0.407 0.222 0.367 0.444
Non-white 0.214 0.829 0.825 1.690 0.133 0.524 0.143 0.408

Squad 3
White 0.194 0.253 0.296 0.086 1.271 1.222 0.407 0.257
Non-white 0.056 0.000 0.074 0.238 0.711 0.333 0.167 0.381

Squad 4
White 0.358 0.300 0.244 0.371 0.607 0.533 1.556 1.471
Non-white 0.131 0.771 0.302 0.449 0.457 0.714 1.000 2.000

Structural blockmodel: R2 = 0.17, p < 0.001

B. Social knowledge (at T2)
Squad 1

White 3.197 2.600 0.648 0.524 0.328 0.056 0.317 0.238
Non-white 2.383 2.500 0.356 1.114 0.640 1.000 0.240 1.371

Squad 2
White 1.620 1.022 3.472 3.349 0.793 0.481 0.922 0.635
Non-white 0.607 1.714 2.873 3.500 0.457 0.667 0.514 0.837

Squad 3
White 0.283 0.507 0.393 0.200 2.462 2.756 0.640 0.848
Non-white 0.333 0.400 0.148 0.619 1.956 1.167 0.667 1.238

Squad 4
White 0.833 0.980 0.833 0.743 1.267 1.300 2.489 2.571
Non-white 0.631 1.114 0.571 0.755 1.048 1.190 2.671 3.190

Structural blockmodel: R2 = 0.34, p < 0.001

C. Friendship (at T3)
Squad 1

White 2.727 1.683 0.972 0.595 0.544 0.250 0.658 0.476
Non-white 1.833 2.700 1.111 2.000 0.907 1.267 0.900 1.629

Squad 2
White 1.287 0.911 2.861 2.333 0.459 0.222 0.844 0.524
Non-white 0.667 1.171 1.254 2.190 0.362 0.524 0.343 1.041

Squad 3
White 0.417 0.720 0.370 0.286 2.086 2.022 0.687 0.790
Non-white 0.889 1.267 0.593 1.333 2.600 1.833 0.800 1.667

Squad 4
White 1.000 0.800 0.933 0.543 1.380 1.000 2.556 2.286
Non-white 0.631 1.629 0.651 1.143 1.038 1.476 1.957 2.357
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ote: The compositions of squads were: Squad 1 (12 White, 3 Black, and 2 Latino re
ecruits); Squad 4 (10 White, 3 Black, 3 Latino and 1 Asian recruits).

NOVA structural blockmodel, the ties among non-whites in Squad
form the reference category. The bolded items are not signifi-

antly different from that of the reference category (0.07 ≤ p ≤ 0.22)
nd the italicized items are not significantly different from the ref-
rence category when the cut-off criterion, ˛, is set at 0.01. The
emaining elements in the top panel are all significantly smaller
han for the reference category with p-values well below 0.01 (for

ost, p < 0.001). We know from the results shown in Table 3 and
ig. 1 that social knowledge builds up mainly within squads. For
very squad, all of the internal means are higher than the means
or ties between squads. The within-race means are, by far, the high-

st in both Squads 1 and 2 (p < 0.01) supporting Hypothesis 5. Using
= 0.01 as the cut-off, the white-to-non-white ties have the next
ighest, and noteworthy, mean inside Squad 2. In Squad 4, within-
ace means are, again, the highest and support Hypothesis 6. Squad 3
s different: both the white-to-white and white-to-non-white ties
: R2 = 0.22, p < 0.001

); Squad 2 (9 White and 7 Black recruits); Squad 3 (15 White, 2 Black and 1 Latino

are very high. The low mean for the ties among non-whites within
this squad at T1 is anomalous and merits further consideration. This
is provided below.

We wrote earlier that the academy attempted to populate the
squads in proportion to the representation of races among the
recruits. For the 68 graduating recruits, the academy did not suc-
ceed: Squad 1 had 12 White, 3 Black and 2 Latino recruits; Squad 2
had 9 White and 7 Black recruits; Squad 3 had 15 White, 2 Black and
1 Latino recruit while Squad 4 had one Asian, 3 Black, 3 Latino and
10 White recruits. Squad 3 has the fewest non-white recruits and
the rows for them in this squad are nearly empty which is reflected

in the low means in the second row of internal Squad 3 means.

The second panel of Table 4 shows results for social knowledge
ties at T2. Again, the reference category is the cell for within non-
white ties in Squad 4 and the coefficients, one for each cell, give
the difference between that cell and the reference category. Bolded
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Table 5
Quadratic assignment regressions for predicting social by using squad membership, adjacency and interactions with race.

Predictor Unstandardized coefficient Standardized coefficient p-Value

Social knowledge at T1

Intercept 0.248 – –
Seating arrangement 0.669 0.146 <0.001
Squad membership 1.257 0.414 <0.001
White–non-white (WN) −0.021 −0.007 0.363
Non-white–non-white (NN) 0.204 0.049 0.069
Non-white–white (NW) −0.029 −0.009 0.414
Interaction: Seating and WN 0.014 0.002 0.446
Interaction: Seating and NN 0.718 0.052 0.007
Interaction: Seating and NW −0.048 −0.005 0.393
Interaction: Squad and WN −0.204 −0.036 0.039
Interaction: Squad and NN −0.034 −0.004 0.436
Interaction: Squad and NW −0.618 −0.103 <0.001

R2 = 0.17, p < 0.001, N = 4556

Social knowledge at T2

Intercept 0.624 – –
Seating arrangement 0.547 0.094 <0.001
Squad membership 2.092 0.538 <0.001
White–non-white (WN) −0.104 −0.027 0.104
Non-white–non-white (NN) 0.325 0.062 0.068
Non-white–white (NW) −0.044 −0.011 0.418
Interaction: Seating and WN 0.315 0.027 0.049
Interaction: Seating and NN 0.401 0.023 0.076
Interaction: Seating and NW −0.041 −0.003 0.413
Interaction: Squad and WN 0.096 0.013 0.242
Interaction: Squad and NN 0.013 0.001 0.481
Interaction: Squad and NW −0.168 −0.022 0.106

R2 = 0.31, p < 0.001, N = 4556

Friendship at T3

Intercept 0.665 – –
Seating arrangement 0.605 0.110 <0.001
Squad membership 1.678 0.460 <0.001
White–non-white (WN) −0.085 −0.023 0.179
Non-white–non-white (NN) 0.564 0.114 0.005
Non-white–White (NW) 0.076 0.020 0.341
Interaction: Seating and WN −0.133 −0.012 0.267
Interaction: Seating and NN 0.581 0.035 0.025
Interaction: Seating and NW −0.225 −0.019 0.119
Interaction: Squad and WN −0.150 −0.022 0.135
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Interaction: Squad and NN −0.643
Interaction: Squad and NW −0.598

eans are not significantly different from the reference category

0.06 ≤ p-value ≤ 0.38) and, for p < 0.01, the italicized means are not
ignificantly less than for the reference category. (The mean for
ies from non-white-to-white in Squad 3 has a p-value of 0.018.)
n Squads 1, 2 and 4, all four internal means are, by far, the highest

able 6
evels of social knowledge and friendship within and between races as predicted by squa

Same squad and adjacent Same squad and not ad

T1 social knowledge
White-to-white 2.173 1.505
Non-white-to-non-white 3.062 1.675
White-to-non-white 1.478 0.858
Non-white-to-white 1.962 1.280

T2 social knowledge
White-to-white 3.262 2.715
Non-white-to-non-white 4.000 3.053
White-to-non-white 3.010 2.504
Non-white-to-white 3.569 2.707

T3 friendship
White-to-white 2.950 2.345
Non-white-to-non-white 3.451 2.266
White-to-non-white 2.202 1.822
Non-white-to-white 2.583 2.110
−0.067 0.001
−0.083 <0.001

R2 = 0.19, p < 0.000, N = 4556

in their rows which implies that, during the paramilitary phase,

social knowledge grew within these three squads far more than
social knowledge for pairs of recruits in different squads supporting
Hypothesis 5. Squad 3 again differs: while the mean white-to-white
and white-to-non-white means are at levels comparable to those

d membership and seat adjacency.

jacent Different squads and adjacent Different squads and not adjacent

0.916 0.248
1.839 0.452
0.839 0.219
0.910 0.227

1.170 0.624
1.896 0.949
1.086 0.580
1.381 0.519

1.270 0.665
2.415 1.229
1.121 0.741
1.053 0.580
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forward.
These interpretations require further consideration because of

the differing composition of the squads. Some plausible specula-
ig. 1. Social knowledge levels at T2 with squad members placed together. (For in
eb version of the article.)

n the other squads, the ties from non-whites to both whites and
on-whites in this squad are lower.

The results in Table 4 concerning social knowledge show
ypothesis 5 is supported in Squads 1, 2 and 4. However, it is only
artially supported in Squad 3. According to the top panel of Table 4,
his increase in social knowledge at T2 primarily occurred within
aces in Squads 1, 2 and 4. It is of some interest that only in Squad 4 is
here a significant (p < 0.01) level of social knowledge among whites
bout non-whites and this is the most varied squad with regard to
omposition by race. The second panel of Table 4 is unequivocal
egarding support for Hypotheses 5 and 6 in Squads 1, 2 and 4:
ithin and between race means of social knowledge are signifi-

antly higher within squads. Support is less strong within Squad 3.
ndeed, the ties among the non-white recruits in that squad provide
ontradictory evidence.

The bottom panel of Table 4 shows the mean levels, by squad
nd race, for friendship at T3 (at the end of the academy). We use
he same convention regarding bolded, italicized and unmarked
eans in this panel. All four internal mean levels of friendship
nside Squads 1, 3 and 4 are bolded to emphasize they are large and
oteworthy (p < 0.01). Three of the four internal means for Squad
are bolded and the fourth is italicized. Clearly levels of friend-

hip are higher within squads. Hypothesis 7 is supported. However,
tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the

there are some other high means for ties between squads that are
noteworthy (p < 0.01). These are: (i) the mean levels of friendship
for non-whites in Squad 1 with non-whites in Squads 2 and 4 and
(ii) the mean levels of friendship for non-whites in Squad 3 with
non-whites in Squads 2 and 4. These feature ties involving non-
white recruits in different squads. If we use ˛ = 0.01, then to this
list of high means for friendship between squads we can add the
following: (i) the mean for ties from non-whites in Squad 2 to non-
whites in Squad 1; (ii) the mean for ties from non-whites in Squad
3 to non-whites in Squad 1; (iii) the mean for ties from non-whites
in Squad 4 to non-whites in Squads 1 and 3; (iv) the mean for ties
from non-whites in Squad 1 to whites in Squad 2. All but the last
are means for non-white recruits in different squads. These support
Hypothesis 7. There are systematic differences for squad mem-
bership by race even though characterizing them is not straight
tions suggest that squad composition works as a social mechanism.3

3 For these observations we are indebted to insightful reviewer comments.
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or example, it seems reasonable that social knowledge and friend-
hip would be higher for the 7 blacks in Squad 2 than for the 7
on-whites in Squad 4. Implicit is the idea that greater ethnic diver-
ity makes the generation of social knowledge harder. The mean
mong black recruits (3.5) in Table 4B is higher than the mean for
on-whites in Squad 4 (3.19). This is suggestive. And the presence
f white recruits is highest in Squad 3. It seems that numbers mat-
er. Further, the 3 non-whites in the squad come from two races.
he mean level for ties within the non-whites in Squad 3 is con-
istently low for all time points. For friendship, the lowest mean
mong non-whites in Squad 3 (Table 4C). Squad 2 differs by being
he closest to parity for the presence of white and black recruits. Yet
he mean for non-whites (blacks in this squad) is the second low-
st for friendship implying internal homogeneity need not imply
reater friendship. It follows that the differential squad composi-
ion acts to confound an unambiguous statement regarding support
or Hypotheses 6 and 7.

Even so, it is seems that joint squad membership, at least in this
aramilitary training environment, works to generate increased

evels of social knowledge and friendship within squads for recruits
oth within and between races. If this constitutes success, the
ownside is that this structural arrangement does not apply to
early the same extent for pairs of recruits in different squads.
f the potential 4556 dyads ties, there are 1398 pairs of recruits
etween whom social knowledge and/or friendship relations never
orm. Of these always null ties, only 18 occur within squads. This
rovides further powerful indirect support for Hypotheses 5 and
.

The results for friendship at T3 merit closer attention because
hey reflect friendship levels at the end of the academy when the
econd (late) session on diversity was held (see also Section 4.2).
he means shown in the third panel of Table 4, and the inferences
ased on them, come from analyses of the network as a whole.
e also fitted some quadratic assignment (QAP) regressions for

ach squad for T3 with friendship levels as the predicted matrices
nd used three predictor matrices. There were binary matrices for
on-white-to-non-white ties, non-white-to-white ties and white-
o-non-white ties. The white-to-white ties formed the omitted
ategory. For each squad, the fitted means are those shown in the
iagonal blocks in the third panel in Table 3. These QAP regressions
ermit some more refined inferences within squads. For Squads 3
nd 4 these are no significant differences for the four means. But
or Squads 1 and 2 there are significant differences that appear
oteworthy. The QAP regression for Squad 1 is significant (with
2 = 0.07, p = 0.007). The mean (1.68) of the white-to-non-white ties

s significantly smaller than the white-to-white tie mean of 2.73
p = 0.006 from a permutation test). The QAP regression for Squad
is also significant (R2 = 0.13, p = 0.004) with non-white-to-white
ean (1.25) significantly less than the white-to-white mean of 2.86

p = 0.007).
Having considered the impact on squad membership on the

evelopment of social knowledge and friendship, we now include
eat adjacency of the social infrastructure the academy. Table 5
resents the results of using quadratic assignment regression (QAP)

ncluding adjacency. Again, this method returns robust results in
he presence of network autocorrelation. Because of the complex-
ties of the results shown in Table 4, we specified some interaction
erms even though none were present in the hypotheses. The matri-
es featuring race are as follows (with ties from white recruits
o white recruits is the omitted relation): (i) white-to-non-white
ies (WN), non-white-to-non-white ties (NN) and non-white-to-

hite ties (NW); (ii) interactions of these matrix variables with

eat adjacency; (iii) interactions of them with squad member-
hip.

More specifically, letting y denote the predicted variable (either
ocial knowledge or friendship) in matrix form for the QAP regres-
tworks 32 (2010) 30–43

sions, the basic model can be expressed as:

y = ˇ0 + ˇ1 adjacency + ˇ2 squad + ˇ3 WN + ˇ4 NN + ˇ5 NW

+ ˇ6 adjacency×WN+ˇ7 adjacency×NN+ˇ8 adjacency t×NW

+ ˇ9 squad × WN + ˇ10 squad × NN + ˇ11 squad × NW + ε (1)

where ε is a white noise disturbance term. In this equation, adja-
cency is the seating adjacency matrix, squad is the joint squad
membership matrix, WN is the white-to-non-white matrix, NN is
the non-white-to-non-white matrix and NW is the non-white-to-
white matrix. The remaining variables (matrices) are interactions
of the academy infrastructure features with the race matrices. The
omitted matrix is the white-to-white ties. The p-values reported in
Table 5 are obtained from permutation tests using 2000 permuta-
tions.

At all time points of the academy, two strong drivers of social
knowledge (at T1 and T2) and friendship ties (at T3) are squad
membership and seat adjacency (p < 0.001). The standardized coef-
ficients for these variables are an order of magnitude larger than
for the other terms. Hypotheses 4–6 are supported. The dif-
ferent standardized coefficients suggest that squad membership
has more impact than adjacency. It is also a denser matrix. For
T1, relative to the white-to-white ties, the interaction between
adjacency and non-white-to-non-white ties implies higher lev-
els of social knowledge among non-white recruits seated together
(p = 0.007). The interactions of the race matrices and squad mem-
bership imply, relative to ties among white recruits, lower levels
of social knowledge of white recruits about non-white recruits
in the same squad (p = 0.039) and lower levels of non-white-
to-white ties for recruits in the same squad (p < 0.001). For T2,
relative to the white-to-white ties, the only (weakly) signifi-
cant predictor shows a higher level of white-to-non-white ties
between recruits in the same squad (p = 0.049). For friendship
ties at T3, relative to the white-to-white ties, there are (i) higher
levels of friendship between non-white recruits regardless of
squad membership and seat adjacency (p = 0.005); (ii) higher lev-
els of friendship among non-white recruits who sit next to each
other (p = 0.025); (iii) higher levels of friendship among non-white
recruits belonging to the same squad (p = 0.001); (iv) lower friend-
ship levels from non-white-to-white recruits in the same squad
(p < 0.001). The second of these results suggests that the higher
level of ties between non-white recruits in different squads –
as seen in the bottom panel of Table 3 – are due to seat adja-
cency.

The results thus far concern the impacts of squad membership
and seat adjacency as two separate variables. Here, we com-
bine these two effects to predict relationship levels. The numbers
reported in Table 6 are the fitted values constructed from the QAP
regressions reported in Table 5. Note that because the predictor
matrices are binary, these fitted values can be expressed as sums
of the estimates of the ˇj parameters from Eq. (1). In terms of race,
we constructed predicted levels of social ties for white-to-white
recruit pairs, non-white-to-non-white pairs, white-to-non-white
pairs and non-white-to-white pairs. These levels were constructed
for four combinations of squad membership (same or different) and
seating (adjacent and non-adjacent) to give 16 constructed lev-
els in each panel of Table 6. They reveal one consistent pattern
across each row of each panel: (i) the highest levels of friendship
and social knowledge are for recruits who are in the same squad
and sit together during lectures and test preparations; (ii) the low-

est levels of friendship and social knowledge are for recruits in
different squads who do not sit together. These two social infras-
tructure features of the academy operate to generate friendship in
predictable and reinforcing ways at the extremes. In the main, lev-
els for pairs of recruits in the same squad but not seated together
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7 days of training: in this expanded time frame there was much
more room for familiarity and disobedience. The new civilian train-
ers were cast as outsiders on multiple levels. The recruits thought
N. Conti, P. Doreian / Soc

re higher than the levels for pairs of recruits in different squads
ut seated together. Levels of social knowledge at T2 are fully con-
istent with this pattern. The one exception for friendship levels at
3 is for non-white-to-non-white pairs where the level for pairs in
ifferent squads and seated together are above the level for pairs
he same squads but were not seated together. A similar rever-
al occurs for social knowledge at T1 for non-white-to-non-white
airs. In general, these results also suggest that squad member-
hip is a more potent predictor of social tie formation than seat
djacency.

Our empirical results thus far reveal the effectiveness of squad
embership and the fixed seating arrangement in generating both

ocial knowledge and friendship within and between races. But,
s shown in Table 4, the results are not uniform across the squads:
quads 3 and 4 had no significant differences in friendship levels by
ace while Squad 1 had lower levels of friendship ties from white-
o-non-white recruits and Squad 2 had lower levels of friendship
rom non-white-to-white recruits. These differences assume par-
icular importance when we consider the late additional session on
iversity training. The events that occurred in this session help us

nterpret this difference between Squads 1 and 2 and show why
he difference, in turn, was an important component of the discord
hat erupted in the late session.

.2. Diversity training: inclusion & sensitivity

Throughout the academy, staff members claimed that an offi-
er’s race is inconsequential for police work. This was expressed
n the frequently repeated phrase: “Black and white don’t matter
nymore, from now on in here you’re all blue.” If followed, this sen-
iment suggests an expectation that recruits were subordinating,
f not abandoning, memberships in their former groups in order
o be part of a new (blue) tribe. The empirical results thus far in
his paper suggest that this is an optimistic expectation. The staff
orked to degrade recruits to a shared sub-status – while present-

ng themselves as their common enemy – so that the recruits would
ond from their opposition to this enemy. Moreover, they offered
ll recruits, regardless of race, an opportunity to achieve the same
levated status of ‘police officer’.

Of particular relevance regarding race were two and a half
eeks spent, entirely, on cultural diversity. During the non-

ivilian phase of training, the cohort spent a full week in the
epartment’s standard training in cultural sensitivity. The staff
cheduled speakers from various groups and organizations rep-
esenting ethnic and racial minorities, the physically challenged,
he elderly, and homosexuals. They gave presentations about local
ssues in police–minority relations and provided tips on dealing

ith their respective constituencies as police. These presentations
ere very pragmatic and organized solely to facilitate smooth

nteractions between people from differing cultures. Staff mem-
ers and departmental officials also held seminars on handling
olice–minority interactions. From our ethnographic observations,
ith the socialization process still in the initial phase, many

ecruits were resistant to this part of the curriculum. Their con-
inued discomfort within the new environment prevented their
pposition from developing into anything beyond minor grum-
ling. The second diversity session was very different for the
ecruits.

Prior to this academy training, a series of well publicized
olice–minority conflicts led city government to schedule this addi-
ional round of “cultural inclusion” at the end of training. Held over

7-day period just after the cohort had successfully completed the

tate certification exam meant recruits, fully in the anticipatory
olice phase, were the least tolerant of this kind of training. This
vent, while unexpected, was useful for us to examine the extent
o which these new blue tribe members were truly ‘blue’. The tim-
tworks 32 (2010) 30–43 41

ing created an entirely different atmosphere compared to the first
cultural diversity session. The recruits were, in their own minds,
“real” police. Some openly stated that this additional training was
worthless.

Moreover, this supplemental training in “how to be nice to
people”4 was cast as “the Mayor’s baby” by the training staff. The
city in question, like many major metropolitan areas in the United
States, had a high degree of racial tension and informal segregation
manifest in a near constant tension between the police department
and the African American community. Central to this controversy
was an African American mayor whom the police regarded as an
adversary. Police union officials frequently spoke of being “at war
with city hall”. Recruits were constantly warned that “the mayor’s
office would be more than happy to crucify anyone in the depart-
ment given the opportunity”. Both the department and this trained
cohort thought every action taken in the fulfillment of their sworn
duties would be scrutinized and potentially held against them.
Also, the mayor was seen, even by many of his supporters, as
a relentless micromanager. Imposing this kind of training upon
the department fed into that image. A hostile mayor forcing the
additional training upon the recruits did not lead the group to be
open to the added curriculum. While the training was included in
response to the city’s demand, labeling it ‘the mayor’s baby’ also
undermined both the credibility and legitimacy of this training
segment.

Making matters worse, the training was held in a large lec-
ture hall at a local community college far removed from the police
academy. The recruits noticed the room was much nicer than what
they were used to in the academy. This reinforced the sense that
they were not really in the academy. Not only was the environment
civilian in nature, so was the appearance of the recruits. For such
‘outside’ segments of training, recruits were expected to trade their
unadorned uniforms for something vaguely defined as ‘business
casual’. This relief from the rigid structure of the academy seemed
to embolden the cohort.

The 68 graduating recruits, now certified by the state as law
enforcement officers, were confronted by two academics in a civil-
ian environment. This was a dramatic shift in status for the recruits.
They instantly moved from being non-civilian in a police setting
to being anticipatory police in a civilian setting. The command-
ing officer at the academy had been noting frequently that, after
18 or 19 weeks of training, the recruits were moving beyond her
control. As she phrased it just before the second diversity training
session, “These people have to go [graduate and leave the academy]
because from here on out there’s nothing I can do with them any-
more.”

While the civilian instructors had some experience with the
local police department in their own city, to the recruits they were
just two people with no idea what it meant to be a cop. The new
diversity trainers lacked that combination of authority and credi-
bility of the real instructors. Moreover, the civilian instructors from
the earlier training had all been local and understood the idiosyn-
crasies of their city and its police while the diversity institute did
not. As a further complication, none of the outside instructors in
the first wave of diversity training were responsible for presiding
over the group for much more than an hour and never without
the entire academy staff just steps away. This is in sharp con-
trast to the diversity institute that was charged with coordinating
they were elevated above civilians who had no status relative to

4 The term ‘people’ explicitly applied to gays, women and minorities.
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the law without regard to race.
There are some substantive implications stemming from our

results. Blanket statements about the ‘effects of race’ in terms of
both homophily and distinctiveness theory merit some qualifica-
2 N. Conti, P. Doreian / Soc

olice. Some recruits exhibited a level of disrespect and outright
ontempt that was unparalleled to anything seen previously in this
ohort.

At first, the outside instructors were the targets of these hostili-
ies. However, this led to moments when the group turned against
tself. The conflict began in a session devoted to gender issues when
few male recruits stated that women should not be police officers.
his was the first time in 20 weeks that anyone had openly made
uch a claim in a formal setting. A line was drawn and some recruits
egan to stand opposed to others on the issues of both race and gen-
er. During one session, the class was presented with hypothetical
cenarios, based on actual events that had occurred locally, and
sked how they might deal with them. Prior to this, in the anticipa-
ory police phase, a group of minority recruits referred to certain of
heir white classmates as “thirsty”. For them, “thirsty” recruits were
dying for action” and could not wait to “hit the streets and start
usting people.” Whenever one of the “thirsty” recruits would con-
rm this label with classroom comments, minority recruits would

ook at each other and rub their throats to signify thirst. Even-
ually, the so called “thirsty clique” picked up on this and began
aking every opportunity to publicly ask each other if they “wanted
drink or something” in order to generate the reply, “Yeah, you

now me, I’m always thirsty!” Eventually, when a white recruit
esponded to a scenario with what was taken as an overly aggres-
ive solution directed towards a young African American suspect, a
inority recruit exploded with “Y’all thirsty! All a y’all thirsty!” He

eacted strongly to his perception of the cohort’s collective men-
ality. Whether accurate or not, it exemplified a racial tension that
as more or less present, but not expressed, throughout the ear-

ier training. We can tie this incident to our earlier network results.
he minority recruit who voiced his objection was a prominent
ember of Squad 2 where the level of non-white-to-white ties was

ignificantly lower. Further, the core of the white ‘thirsty clique’ all
elonged to Squad 1.

Recruits supportive of the “thirsty” responses during the second
iversity training expressed themselves in other ways. The instruc-
ors attempted to ensure participation by awarding of “diversity
ollars”. Each recruit was issued a number of these tokens and

nstructed to give them to colleagues who contributed to class dis-
ussions in ways that they found valuable. Eventually, prizes would
e awarded to the top earners. During the training, a white Squad
member, allied with the ‘thirsty clique’, was extremely outspo-

en in voicing ‘politically incorrect’ opinions regarding diversity
raining and its value. To the utter dismay of the instructors, he
nded up with four times the total diversity dollars of anyone else
n the class. This result, along with the examples presented above,
evealed significant underlying racial divisions within the cohort
nvolving mostly members of the two squads distinguished by the
evels of network ties.

. Conclusion

Even though our primary interest was network evolution among
he recruits, matters of race and inclusion were an integral part of
he training regime in the academy we studied. Squads were used
s a focus for training and worked to increase levels of social knowl-
dge within and between races through time as well as the level of
riendship at the end of the academy. The fixed seating arrangement
orked in the same fashion but as a weaker force. Social knowledge

nd friendship were highest for pairs of recruits in the same squad
nd were adjacent in the fixed seating—both within and between

aces. This is in marked contrast to the levels for pairs of recruits
hat both belonged to the different squads and were separated in
he seating arrangement. Pairs of recruits in the same squad only
nd pairs that were adjacent only were between these extremes
ith squad membership the more potent predictor (except for ties
tworks 32 (2010) 30–43

among non-white recruits). Overall, relative to these social infras-
tructural variables, race is not a strong predictor of general social
knowledge or friendship. Yet, the patterns of the levels of these
relations with regard to race, given the academy infrastructure,
are highly salient and have a coherent structure: controlling for the
effects of the social infrastructure, overall mean levels are higher
within races than between them. These results were established
using quantitative social network analytic methods. While they do
point to clear – but limited – successes in promoting social knowl-
edge, understanding and friendship between recruits of different
races, they do not tell the whole story. This was emphasized during
second diversity training session at the end of the academy. Because
this extra session occurred in a ‘civilian’ location and was associ-
ated with a mayor who was not popular in the police department,
academic staff of an ‘outside’ diversity institute became targets of
aggressive and hostile responses by many recruits. The late explo-
sion and conflict between some recruits about policing revealed
severe limits to socializing them with regard to race and inclusion.
The qualitative information about the protagonists – both white
and non-white – dovetails nicely with the quantitative evidence
when the main protagonists came from the two squads where
the race differences within them reflected less success on the part
of the academy with regard to social ties and race. The underly-
ing tensions with regard to race (and gender) that erupted during
the extra training session suggest, in retrospect, a tactical mis-
take on the part of the academy. Yet, it is reasonable to assume
that the underlying perceptions and antagonisms were present
before the extra training session. This additional and imposed ses-
sion became a stimulus for expressing deep conflicts rather than
the minor grumbling that has been a part of the ethnographic
record.

As a part of the infrastructure of the academy, squads were
formed to mix recruits of different racial categories to increase
social knowledge with regard to race and to promote positive rela-
tions across racial and gender boundaries. Our results make it
clear that it is possible to engineer higher levels of social knowl-
edge and friendship between recruits of different races, especially
within squads as intense working environments. Using squads to
do this had some success in achieving this goal. A fixed seating
arrangement had a lesser impact.5 However, expunging under-
lying attitudes regarding race is another matter. Throughout the
academy, an underlying tension regarding race existed and was
expressed with racist remarks (recorded as part of the ethnographic
data). The late additional session on diversity training became a
venue where this was expressed strongly and publicly.

These findings fit within established results of the extant litera-
ture showing race is a matter of some nuance within police culture.
They suggest that the potential of the academy as a locus of orga-
nizational change with regard to race has not been realized. While
recruits can be socialized into the role of a police officer and race dif-
ferences can be addressed, deeply held attitudes and beliefs are not
dispelled easily. To expect that they could over a mere 21 weeks of
training – where the primary emphasis is on creating knowledge of
how to be a police officer – seems too optimistic. This reveals some
limitations of social network engineering to change deeply held
beliefs. The most that could be expected is that increased social
knowledge of recruits of other races helps police officers enforce
5 Another police academy that we have studied randomly changed the seat assign-
ment every week to “avoid the formation of cliques”. This seems a more sensible
arrangement if one goal is to enhance the formation of contacts between recruits.
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ion given the differences between the squads that we observed.
hatever forces were in play to promote relations between recruits

f different racial categories, there were far less effective for Squads
and 2 compared to Squads 3 and 4. The notion of networks among
hites (as Anglos) being more homogenous receives support in

hese squads but they also show greater homogeneity for non-
hites, in Squads 1 and 2. Further, the level of ties among the
on-whites of Squad 1 towards Squad 2 is important and is higher
han for the ties between non-whites and whites in the same squad.
nd the minority members of Squad 2 were all black. It is clear that

he detailed composition with regard to race matters and merits
urther attention.

As a practical matter for police academies, an important policy
bjective is to recruit more minority group members (and women)
nto a recruit cohort. The task of creating intense work groups with
n effective mix of recruits from different racial categories becomes
uch easier when there is a greater representation of the different

ategories in the cohort. Although this particular academy could
ave done better in constructing racially balanced squads, the task
as made much more difficult by the modest representation of

ome minorities in the cohort.
There are implications also for social network analysis. First,

laces where networks are studied are more than research sites.
eatures having particular salience cannot be ignored. It would
ave been a major mistake to have ignored the academy’s infras-
ructure as a force driving network creation among recruits. Second,
eatures having an impact on network generation need not do so
n the same fashion through time. The impact of seating waned
ver time and the impact of squad membership was greatest when
nstruction took place primarily in them. Third, objectives of the
rganization where research is conducted limit the generalizability
f the results. Much of the work on organizations building effective
eams composed of different people (Mehra et al., 1998, Reagans
t al., 2004), while very interesting, is not directly relevant because
he academy goal was to eliminate race in favor of creating a blue
ribe. This suggests that managing persistent diversity, despite try-
ng to overcome it, could benefit from attention to the kinds of
ssues raised by Mehra et al. (1998) and Reagans et al. (2004).
ourth, unanticipated events shed light on underlying processes
nd are usefully studied using both qualitative and quantitative
ethods. Finally, size and composition of groups matter (Reagans

t al., 2004). It would have been nice if the academy had succeeded
n having the squads mirror exactly the race distribution of the
ecruits. It did not and interpreting our results became much more
omplicated.
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